science in chemistry was that highly interesting and complex 'manure' of philosophy, mysticism and religion that combined with and mutually stimulated shrewd empirical observation and experimental probing, the very Hellenistic syncretism into which the author of the invaluable book under notice introduces us. We mentioned Aristotle whose influence is incalculable for the idea of chemical transmutation ('alchemy') as it is in so many other proto-scientific fields and is well shown in the fifty pages devoted to him. Other chapters are less elaborate and discursive and more in the nature of notebook pages generously made accessible; they require sometimes recourse to original contexts-a task made easy enough through the copious notes. These are properly placed at the foot of the page and thus protect the reader against the Tantalian (or rather Promethean) liver-damage inflicted by thumbing exercises in the hunt for notes which may or may not be detectable elsewhere 'at the end'. There is much to be thankful for and little to criticise in the book-there are not a few, but mostly harmless printers' errors and occasionally a false claim which must have crept into one of the notebooks, as for example that Nemesius, Bishop of Emesa, A.D. 400, 'almost anticipated the circulation of the blood ' (p. 200 Episteme, 1968, pp. 70, £2 50 (Italian) . This interesting small work contains a critical appraisal of the School of Medicine at Florence in the years at the beginning of the nineteenth century. The authors have considered the record of its practitioners, taking into account the extravagant medical philosophy prevailing in Italy at that time, based on the theory of the Scot, John Brown (1735-88), with the Italian variants of Rasori, Guani and Tommasini. Brown's thesis maintained that life was a sort of 'excitement' maintained by external 'stimuli'. Too much gave rise to 'sthenic' diseases and too little, to 'asthenic' diseases. Therapy was very simple and directed toward correcting the excess or the deficiency of the 'stimuli'. It followed that when life ceased the evidence of the cause of the disease disappeared, making autopsy an absurd way of attempting to show the cause of death.
The physicians of the Florentine medical school of the Hospital of Santa Maria Nuova, being creatures of their time, seem to have made no outstanding contribution to medical science. The authors claim that in a scientifically depressed period at least the teaching 'was no worse than that of the other major Italian universities'
